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This document defines the format of a new Resource Record (RR) for
the Domain Naming System (DNS), (and reserves a corresponding DNS type
mnemonic: DRIC and numerical code - to be done)  This definition deals
with associating a reputation measure to a domain, a host name, or a url
before domain name resolution. It also deals with associating a classification
of the result ip# after domain name resolution. The data shown in this document
is fictitious and does not necessarily reflect the real Internet.

1. Introduction

Online fraud, site spoofing, pharming and phishing are growing by leaps and 
bounds,and eroding consumer trust in online transaction security. User 
protection mechanism(Anti-phishing, etc.) is implemented by web browsers or 
browser plug-ins (toolbar etc).
Compared to the existing mechanisms, a more and maybe the most effective 
mechanism is to bind the domain reputation and IP# classification measures with 
the DNS lookup.
When a client (web browser or plug-in) wants a DNS server to resolve a domain 
name (host name, url) into ip#, the client received the ip# as well as the 
security info about the ip# and the domain name (host name, url).  Therefore, a 
Resource Record (RR), Domain Reputation and IP# Classification (DRIC), are 
recommended as an extension to the existing DNS protocol.

2. RDATA Format

                                                  1  1  1  1  1  1
         0   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
        +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
        |  Reputation             |  Classification       |
        +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

   where:

   Reputation is a byte integer which encodes a reputation measure for a string 
(domain name, host name, or URL) sent by a DNS client to a DNS server to 
resolve. The DNS server acquires the reputation measure from various resources: 
the Resource Record (RR) of its DNS database, a further query to another DNS 
server to resolve the string whose answer may have the reputation measure, or a 
communication a clustered server which holds and looks up a blacklist against 
the string from the DNS client. The value of the byte is agreed upon by client 
and server. For example, 1 means the string is a hit on the blacklist, while 0 
is not a hit. We define 2 as that the host name is a part of a URL which is a 
hit on the blacklist although the host name is not a hit. This is meaningful 
because many URLs (web pages) may share  a same host name and DNS server only 
holds reputation and classification as well as an ip# for a host name. If we 
know all the URLs are "good", we just tell DNS client "No-Hit" for all the URLs 
sharing the same host name. On the other hand, if some  URLs are "bad", the 
string from DNS client should be matched with the blacklist(which is done on a 



clustered security server).

   The reputation measure may come from a third party DNS server if the string 
from DNS client can not be resolved by this server. However, if an organization 
or an ISP want to protect its users based on most authentic and updated 
blacklist and other info, the org should have a clustered (with DNS server) 
server which handles blacklist and updates RR.

   Classification is a byte integer which encodes classification of ip#. For 
example, zombie ip#; dynamic ip# vs. static ip#; business ip# vs. home ip#. 
Similar to reputation,  a clustered security server handle ip# classification 
and updates RR. For those ip# not resolved on this DNS server, the clustered 
security server looks up ip# for its classification and informs DNS server the 
result. The DNS server sends back the classification byte as well as the 
reputation byte to its DNS client.

3. The DRIC RR

   The Domain Reputation and IP# Classification is defined with the mnemonic 
DRIC and type code XX (to be determined).

   DRIC has the following format:
           <owner> <ttl> <class> DRIC <Reputation Byte> <Classification Byte>

4. Master File Format

   Each host requires its own DRIC field (byte integer) in the corresponding 
DNS RR to explicitly specify its Domain Reputation and IP# Classification.  If 
the DRIC field is omitted, a DNS inquiry will return the value from the 
clustered security server lookup.

   Consider the following example:

; Authoritative data for lisle.labs.att.com.
;
@     IN    SOA   ns1.lisle.labs.att.com.
                (
                        94070503        ; Serial (yymmddnn)
                        10800           ; Refresh (3 hours)
                        3600            ; Retry (1 hour)
                        3600000         ; Expire (1000 hours)
                        86400           ; Minimum (24 hours)
                )

                IN      NS      ns1.lisle.labs.att.com.

ns1             IN      A       10.1.1.1
                IN      DRIC    0 0
machine1        IN      A       135.1.1.2
                IN      DRIC    2 0



machine2        IN      A       135.1.1.23
                IN      DRIC    1 1

machine3        IN      A       135.1.1.24

machine4        IN      A       135.7.1.99
                IN      DRIC    0 1

Note:
A generic form of URL is        protocol://userid:password@hostname(ip#):port/
path?parameter#anchor
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